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Rattle's London residency closes more or less on a high 
 
by Jessica Duchen, Monday 16th February 
 
 
It’s all over: the final note of the Berliner Philharmoniker’s London Residency, 
for which many music-lovers bought tickets about a year ago, has risen into 
the ether, leaving most questions concerning Sir Simon Rattle’s future plans 
as yet unanswered. Following a red-hot Sibelius cycle at the Barbican, the 
Berliners came over to the Royal Festival Hall to complete the weeklong 
residency with Mahler’s Symphony No 2, which sold out twice on two 
consecutive evenings. 
 
On the final day the 12-strong cello section, which has an independent life, 
gave a lunchtime concert; and in the afternoon Sir Simon led a mixed-ability 
assemblage of young players from all over London – the Young Orchestra for 
London – in a free concert in the Clore Ballroom. I spoke to a young musician 
who has been working with them, according to whom they had come on in 
leaps and bounds during their rehearsals and loved every moment of the 
experience, with musical results far exceeding expectation. It shows what can 
happen when you allow youngsters to aim for the stars, then put one in front 
of them. Let’s hope Sunday might prove a beginning for them, rather than an 
end in itself. 
 
The Berliners’ final concert launched with a curtain-raiser by Helmut 
Lachenmann; the German composer this year celebrates his 80thbirthday. 
His Tableau for Orchestra of 1988-89 offers a soundscape akin to an acoustic 
form of musique concrête: an assemblage of evocative sounds predicated to 
resemble the rustling, thudding, whirring and expectant silences of the natural 
world – hence the connection with Mahler’s Second Symphony. If those 
allusions might well have passed the audience by without the explanatory 
programme note, the piece – which is much of its time – was colourfully 
performed and warmly welcomed, as was the composer himself, his lanky 
figure unmistakable in the stalls (pictured above, first of two images by Monika 
Rittershaus) and towering over Rattle on the platform. 
 
And so to Mahler. It’s a deceptive piece, the good old "Resurrection" 
Symphony. Some elements of it are so long-winded, neurotic and flustered 



that it can provoke the idea that the composer needed to meet Doktor Freud 
some years before he actually did; yet at its most magnificent it can leave no 
listener unstirred. The Berliner Philharmoniker, who must have been fairly 
exhausted after such an intense week, pulled out all the stops for it. This is an 
orchestra of zealots for sound, in which every member seems to give 200 
percent every night in pursuit of their specific ideal – which they frequently 
attain. 
 
Perhaps that task is more difficult in the Royal Festival Hall, where everything 
is audible loud and clear. The refurbished acoustic here seems to put clarity 
ahead of warmth; every cough or sniff becomes a part of the sonic canvas, 
together with every tooth-curling plastic squeak of sweet wrapper and every 
turn of programme page of puzzled punters hunting – fruitlessly in this case – 
for a translation of the symphony’s words. The desired blend and bloom of 
tone are lacking and while every little slip of ensemble comes across in 
minute detail, the radiance that surrounds a great orchestral sound is hard 
indeed to evoke. This performance, mainly fine though it was, could have 
made a still finer impression in the Berlin Philharmonie. 
 
It certainly had its great moments. The massed forces of the London 
Symphony Chorus and the City of Birmingham Symphony Chorus were in 
magnificent form, the first entry breathtakingly soft, the climaxes suitably roof-
raising. Magdalena Kožena (aka Lady Rattle) brought a dusky, bronzed tone 
to the fourth movement, "Urlicht"; she and the soprano Kate Royal (pictured 
below with Kožena and Rattle in the line-up) sang from the back of the stage, 
just behind the first violins, a placing that enabled them to be a crucial part of 
the picture without dominating it excessively. Royal’s tone, slenderer in nature 
than Kožena’s, suited the ethereal hints of the music well, though perhaps the 
two made rather an odd vocal couple. 
 
Rattle, as in the Sibelius cycle, seemed at his finest in terms of pacing; his 
skill with the plentiful gear-changes, swinging the giant orchestra round the 
twists and turns of Mahler’s mountainous roads as one, and his ability to pace 
the great crescendos and outbursts (nought to 90 in 20 smooth seconds), 
stirred and compelled every time. 
 
The fury and passion of the opening possessed a positively Wagnerian 
tension; though if Mahler in his opening movement regards the matter of life 
as “a huge, awful joke”, any hints of black humour were few and far between. 
The deceptive, lilting dance of the second movement was beautifully judged in 
tempo and balance; the third movement, though, could perhaps have 
benefitted from more bite, more Mephistophelian mischief; and there was a 
moment of dangerous dislocation at which one feared a breakdown, physical 
rather than spiritual, was brewing. Fussy Mahlerians would probably have 
hankered for more emotional facets to be highlighted in the symphony’s 
processes, with darker, sharper, crueller shades mixed in to the sonic 
kaleidoscope – which at times verged on being simply too nice. 
 



For the closing pages, though, Rattle more or less unleashed the orchestra 
and let them do what they do best: making that unbelievably glorious noise. 
And the audience was crazy for it. 
 


